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Al Lautenslager is an award-winning marketing and PR consultant, direct-mail promotion specialist, 
principle of marketing consulting firm Marketing Now, and president and owner of The Ink Well, a 
commercial printing and mailing company in Wheaton, Illinois. As a consummate guerrilla marketer, Al is 
committed to helping entrepreneurs just like himself learn what it takes to maximize profits from minimal 
investment. 
 

Implement a PR Strategy in 7 Days 
Building publicity for you and your business can be done one day at a time. 
March 15, 2004  

 

Q: I want to generate publicity for my business, but I don't really know where to start or how to go about 

it. Can you help?  

A: Here's how to generate publicity for you and your business by spending just a little of each of the next 

seven days on PR: 

Day 1: Determine your target. 
Make a list of all the publications in your target market area. These will most likely be newspapers, such 
as weekly newspapers, daily newspapers, regional business journals, free about-town advertising fliers 
and chamber of commerce newsletters. I would shy away from national publications unless you have a 
dynamite national story or you have a connection at a national publication. Next, determine the radio and 
television stations in your target market area. This includes AM, FM, public radio, college radio stations 
and the like.  
 

Day 2: Develop a database of contacts from day one. 
From each of the publications, determine where your news or announcement would best fit. Once you 
have done this, find out who the primary editor or reporter is for this part of the publication. Sometimes 
this is a feature editor, a feature reporter, a pool reporter or the managing editor. Do not send your press 
release to anybody and everybody at a particular publication. Do the same thing for radio and TV 
producers: Find out who assigns the news to reporters. Find out who edits the on-air news.  

Day 3: Determine what PR story you will communicate. 
Brainstorm PR topics. Are you making an announcement, communicating a change, stating an opinion or 
revealing a finding? Do you have a local angle to a national story? Is your information newsworthy and 
not promotionally slanted? All you need is 12 topics to average one press release per month for one year. 
However, don't let this schedule stop you from reporting news when it happens or making an 
announcement.  
 

Day 4: Write the actual press release. 
Editors love people who speak their language. A one-page press release that opens with who, what, 
where, when and why will make them happy and increase your probability of getting into their publication. 
Include some background information, a quote from you or another high-ranking person in the 
organization and the contact information. That's all there is to a press release. It doesn't have to be a long 
thesis. It doesn't have to have every single detail in it. If the reporter wants to do more of a story, he or 
she will call to develop further.  
 

Day 5: Send your press release to those in the database you established on day 
two. 
Some editors prefer faxed press releases, yet there is a growing trend toward receiving them by e-mail. 
Very rarely are press releases snail-mailed; however, some still are when photos are part of the release. 
Finding out your editor's, reporter's or producer's preference will increase your chance of publicity.  
 

Day 6: Use your press release for other things. 
Because of the sheer number of press releases generated, they cannot all be published. Don't let this 
stop you from issuing the release and trying to generate publicity. There are other things you can do with 
press releases. You can post them on your Web site in the media room area. You can use them as direct-



mail pieces to customers and prospects. You can use them as handouts on sales calls or put them on the 
other side of your fliers. Use your imagination here, and you will be surprised at the unique ways you 
have to generate publicity and ultimately buzz about you and your business.  
 
 

Day 7: Continue your efforts to establish relationships with editors, reporters and 
producers. 
The more relationships you have with your targeted publications, the increased likelihood you have of 
getting publicity. The time to do this is not when you have a breaking news story. Take your time in this 
area and spread out your efforts. Then when you do have that breaking news or blockbuster story, you'll 
know who to contact directly and quickly for the biggest PR impact.  

Spending just a little bit of time each day on these seven steps will make you an expert in the PR arena. 

The most appealing part of all about this kind of PR strategy is the cost. In the spirit of guerrilla marketing, 
this is not high-dollar marketing, but rather marketing that relies on your time, energy and imagination. 

Al Lautenslager is the president and owner of The Ink Well, a commercial printing and mailing company in 
Wheaton, Illinois, and the principal of Market For Profits, a Naperville, Illinois-based marketing consulting 
and coaching firm. He can be reached at al@market-for-profits.com or through his Web site, Market for 

Profits". 

 

Why You Need PR 
Getting the word out about your product or service should always be a priority. 
November 17, 2003  

 

Q: Why is public relations important for my company?  

A: According to Public Relations News, "Public relations is the management function which evaluates 

public attitudes, identifies the policies and procedures of an individual or an organization with the public 
interest, and plans and executes a program of action to earn public understanding and acceptance."  

While the public part implies inclusion of things like public affairs, community relations, investor relations, 
public press conferences, media events, internal communications and crisis communications, it also 
involves a lot of behind-the-scenes, non-public activity. It could involve simply the writing of a press 
release, but it could also involve coordinating media contacts for an event or conference, securing 
credentials, lobbying for article placement and the like.  

Sometimes public relations is an effort to influence the public. This is especially true for political action 
groups, associations and other groups. Sometimes public relations is community relations. Just look 
around your own community to see how many companies and organizations have a community affairs 
initiative or a person in charge with a related title. In larger, publicly held firms, this person is sometimes 
the director of investor relations. Investors are a public entity, so in this case public relations is 
appropriate.  

What the public wants to hear is a good story. Good PR is the telling of a good story. The better the story, 
the better the acceptance by the public and the better the public relations. Of course if the story is 
especially appealing to those that could be your clients, then you could have a PR homerun. In this case, 
it is communication with your target market that may or may not be very public.  

PR's importance is changing, according to The Fall of Advertising and the Rise of PR (HarperBusiness). 
American marketing strategists Al and Laura Ries argue that public relations has become the most 
effective way to build a brand. Well-known brands like The Body Shop, PlayStation and Harry Potter 
spend little on brand-name advertising. The same is true for many entrepreneurial companies like yours. 
Business owners become known in their respective fields of concentration many times through public 
relations and the associated media generated.  
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PR is communication in many ways with your target market. Maybe instead of public relations we ought to 
call it target market relations or TMR. You may be communicating about a new product, spreading news 
about your company or making a major announcement. You want to communicate publicly, but the only 
people you care about are potential prospects, customers or investors, in the case of a partnership or a 
public company. One exception may be communication to a group that you are trying to influence for the 
best interest of your company and target market. An example of this is lobbying government.  

Define what your public or target is in your public relations effort. This is best done by defining your target 
market and then any sub-segment. Lining up publications and broadcasts with the market and the 
segments will define what the public is for your public relations.  

The bottom line is to get word out about you, your company, your products and services to those who 
could potentially buy from you. Public relations is just one part of marketing, as marketing is made up of 
many things. The good news about PR is the cost and the effectiveness when it's in front of your target 
market.  

Alfred J. Lautenslager is an award-winning marketing and PR consultant, direct-mail promotion specialist, 
principle of marketing consulting firm Marketing Now, and president and owner of The Ink Well, a 
commercial printing and mailing company in Wheaton, Illinois. Visit his Web sites at http://www.market-for-

profits.com and http://www.1-800-inkwell.com, or e-mail him at al@market-for-profits.com.  

 

PR Alone Isn't Enough 
To make the most of your marketing strategy, reach out to prospects in more ways than one. 
June 21, 2004  

Q: My company was mentioned in the paper, yet I haven't received any phone calls. Why not? 

A: You're not the only entrepreneur to mistakenly believe that simply getting your company's name 

printed in the paper will lead to numerous phone calls from interested prospects. However, PR is not a 
marketing panacea. How often do you call someone or call a company because you saw them mentioned 
in a newspaper or magazine article? Chances are, you've done it very few times—if ever. That's because 
mentions in the press, appearances on radio and TV, and other PR are just more "touches" in the world of 
marketing. 

Marketing is made up of many things that all work together. It's an integrated approach that combines a 
variety of strategies, tactics and weapons. PR represents just one of these. 

Now, put that newspaper mention or TV/radio appearance together with an advertisement, a direct sales 
call, an encounter at a networking event, a postcard in the mail, a public presentation or a drive by your 
business location, and something will happen. Your phone will ring. Prospects will come to you. Your 
business will increase. 

It is generally said that it takes six to eight times to get your name, service, brand or product to the point 
of achieving top-of-mind awareness with your prospects and customers. One PR touch combined with all 
the other touches mentioned above generally achieves this top-of-mind awareness. Your company, 
product or service will be at the top of a prospect's mind when it comes time for her to purchase your 
product or service. 

Even though I stated that marketing is made up of many things, these things are really just "touches." The 
six to eight touches, therefore, can be six to eight of the same thing. They can be six to eight mentions in 
the newspapers, six to eight appearances on TV or six to eight times people see you at a networking 
event. Usually, concentrated efforts like these take time, which is why the assortment approach works 
best. With the assortment approach, that one mention can then turn into a phone call, a visit or an order. 

The assortment approach is needed to supplement your PR because PR:  
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• Can't tell the whole story.  

• Doesn't sell.  

• Doesn't always provide the necessary contact information for readers and viewers.  

PR is generally news-related. News isn't a sales pitch; news is information for interested prospects. This 
information then needs to be processed, filtered and fertilized by other touches and other marketing to 
grow into fruit-bearing sales or calls. 

PR is not an event as many business owners believe. It is just one component of the whole marketing 
process. Constantly managing the process will keep your marketing from being events. You will be the 
marketing manager that you need to be as an entrepreneur. 

Because not every press release issued by you will generate placement or broadcasts, just getting that 
one mention or viewing is still a challenge. Consistent, frequent and persistent communication with the 
media increases the probability of appearances on an ongoing basis, which increases sales and profits. 
So don't stop going after that mention, regardless of how many times it takes. 

Al Lautenslager is the president and owner of The Ink Well, a commercial printing and mailing company in 
Wheaton, Illinois, and the principal of Market For Profits, a Naperville, Illinois-based marketing consulting 
and coaching firm. He can be reached at al@market-for-profits.com or through his Web site, Market for 

Profits". 

 

Do You Need Help Promoting Your Business? 
Consider these factors before you enlist the services of a publicist, sales rep or other marketing 
professional. 
May 17, 2004  

 

Q: I am looking to hire someone for my business to help me get the word out and eventually bring in 

more sales. I'm not sure if I need a PR person, a PR agency, a publicist, a sales rep, a business agent, a 
booking agent or a marketing manager. How can I select the right professional to meet my business's 
needs? 

A: If PR or sales is not one of your core competencies, then you are to be congratulated for 

outsourcing—for finding an expert to do what he or she does best so you can continue to do what you do 
best. 

The ideal situation for any business is to have a sales representative acting on your behalf to sell your 
business's products and/or services. The con is that you bear the full cost of this person's salary and 
benefits along with the time it takes to manage him or her. The pros are that, typically, the right person 
will be a dedicated employee who is passionate about growing your company, bringing in sales and 
sharing in rewards and profits. 

If only it were this easy. If you knew a salesperson could bring in $20,000 worth of business for every 
$10,000 of salary he or she was paid, hiring a salesperson would be a no-brainer. In reality, the biggest 
challenge is educating or finding someone that knows as much about your industry, product, service or 
business as you do. Typically, this requires a long startup curve that's often not worthy of the investment. 
Evaluating all these factors will help you determine if a salesperson is the right move to bring in more 
business for you. 

If you are strictly trying to get the word out about your company, then using the outsourced services of a 
publicist or PR agency is probably for you. A publicist will make calls, arrange appearances, follow up 
with media, solicit press and so on. Their efforts will allow you to go face-to-face or phone-to-phone with 
prospective clients. When they focus on the details, you're free to do what you do best. 
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A PR agency typically does all a publicist would do, but spends much more time developing your PR 
strategy, defining target markets and ways to communicate to them via the press, developing a media kit 
to get more PR placement, and making the contacts. Remember: Whether you go with a publicist or a PR 
agency, their job is to get the word out about you. Yet you still have to hope that someone picks up the 
phone as a result of their efforts to make a call to you. At this point, closing the sale is still left up to your 
selling process. Hiring a publicist or a PR agency does not guarantee an increase in sales. Neither does 
hiring a salesperson, but the probability of increased sales does go up when you hire one. This decision, 
of course, has to be weighed against the cost and training time involved. 

A marketing manager will coordinate all your marketing in addition to the PR and spend time planning 
your business's communications. The result will be a big-picture business planning approach for growing 
your business. Again, getting someone up-to-speed or knowledgeable about your industry must be 
evaluated. 

A booking agent concentrates primarily on booking event-related appointments, such as public events, 
conferences or seminars. If this appeals to your target market and has a good probability of being 
converted into business, you must give strong consideration to this method of gaining new business. 

As you can see, there are a variety of methods to gaining new business and growing your company. 
Evaluating your overall strategy—as well as resources such as time, training, salaries and benefits—will 
help you determine your best course of action. 

Al Lautenslager is the president and owner of The Ink Well, a commercial printing and mailing company in 
Wheaton, Illinois, and the principal of Market For Profits, a Naperville, Illinois-based marketing consulting 
and coaching firm. He can be reached at al@market-for-profits.com or through his Web site, Market for 

Profits". 
 
 

Who Should Receive Your Press Release? 
Selecting the right target is the first step toward getting noticed. 
April 19, 2004  

 

Q: Who do I send my press release to?  

A: In order to properly answer your question, I'm going to ask you to put on two pairs of shoes. The first 

pair belongs to the editor or producer of a particular publication or broadcast. Why walk in these shoes? 
These are the people responsible for assembling a publication or broadcast. If your information does not 
fit the format or purpose of the publication or broadcast, this editor or producer will ignore and bypass 
your press release information. 

The second pair of shoes to wear are those of the reader or viewer of a publication or broadcast. What 
are they interested in reading or viewing? Do they want news, entertainment, tips or techniques? Knowing 
what readers and viewers want and how editors and producers supply these needs will help you craft and 
target your press release. 

With these two pair of shoes in mind, who do you now send the press release to? The logical answer is 
daily or weekly newspapers that serve your target market. You can get a list of these from your library or 
from search engine research. Once you have identified the publication, then you can contact each to find 
the appropriate contact person for your genre of information. 

Sometimes this will be a reporter, a feature editor, a managing editor or, in rare cases, the actual 
publisher. For radio and television, this person is the producer, executive producer, news director, 
program manager, feature editor (sports, food, lifestyle) or individual reporter. Again, calling the station or 
searching the Internet will help you track down the correct name and contact information. 

Once you've compiled your lists, it's time to send your information. Hopefully in your contact information 
research, you were able to obtain an e-mail address and/or fax numbers. There is a trend today toward e-
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mail communication, although faxes do still work. In some cases, when pictures, graphics or exhibits are 
pertinent, snail-mail works best. Knowing which method your contact prefers and then delivering 
accordingly will enhance your chance of publication or broadcast. 

Keep your list of contacts, add to it, work it and keep in touch, even when you don't have an actual press 
release. Remember, though, these people are very busy and usually face tighter deadlines than you and I 
work with on a daily basis. Respect this and work with their schedules, and you'll be on your way to hitting 
your target with PR. 

Al Lautenslager is the president and owner of The Ink Well, a commercial printing and mailing company in 
Wheaton, Illinois, and the principal of Market For Profits, a Naperville, Illinois-based marketing consulting 
and coaching firm. He can be reached at al@market-for-profits.com or through his Web site, Market for 

Profits". 

 

Using Public Speaking as Another Form of PR 
By stepping up to the podium, you can increase awareness of your business and yourself. 
February 16, 2004  

 

Q: How can I publicize my business and position myself as an expert when I can't always get my press 

releases published?  

A: Public speaking is another form of effective PR. You probably don't think of yourself as a speaker, but 

it's easier than you think—and the results will prove it's well worth the effort.  

If a prospect wanted to meet with you today to discuss buying something from you, you would gladly meet 
and talk. You could probably talk as long as that interested prospect wanted to talk. See, you can talk. 
You are a speaker. Now imagine making this same presentation, holding this same discussion with a 
room full of prospects.  

Speaking to increase your public awareness is not quite the same as delivering your sales pitch at the 
podium. You need to deliver something of value to your targeted audience, and you want to educate and 
inform. This type of speaking does a number of things for you: 

• It establishes you as an expert in whatever subject you are talking about. You become the 
resource. People like to buy from experts.  

• You are in a giving mode. You are giving information, tips, techniques, methods and ideas. You 
may even be sharing some stories that your audience will relate to and learn from. Your audience 
will appreciate this value.  

• You are being efficient. Delivering your message once for many to hear is much more efficient 
than delivering it many times to every single prospect.  

• You start and continue a relationship. Many people will want to talk to you after you speak or 
follow up with you in one form or another.  

• You develop a prospect list of highly targeted people to market to after your presentation. These 
targeted and interested audience members are more likely to buy from you than someone who 
has not heard you or who you don't have a relationship with.  

There are a number of places where you can speak. Many service organizations feature speakers and 
meet weekly, such as Rotary, Lions and Kiwanis. Toastmasters is a group that will help you with your 
speaking. Church groups and Universities also have guest speakers on particular subjects. Some 
chambers of commerce invite guests to speak at their functions. You can even develop your own seminar 
or workshop if you have the right subject and the right audience.  

Always use handouts and always follow up. This is something you can't do with a press release. This 
form of PR is more attentive to your target markets.  
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Can't develop a good speech? Try this technique: Find out what some "pain points" are for your target 
audiences, and then ask questions that are related. Answer the questions in an informational, value-
oriented manner, and you have the basis for a presentation.  

For example, for a marketing presentation, ask:  

• Are you challenged with increasing your sales?  

• Is your message getting to the right prospects?  

• Are customers returning after they buy the first time?  

Answering these kinds of questions will attract a group of small-business owners or professionals trying to 
grow their businesses. And that's likely the perfect target market for one who chooses to speak on 
marketing topics.  

Last but not least, publicize the fact that you will be speaking. Send a press release to targeted media as 
well as your current customer base announcing your speaking engagement. PR can feed upon PR, and 
speaking is one way to do that. 

Al Lautenslager is the president and owner of The Ink Well, a commercial printing and mailing company in 
Wheaton, Illinois, and the principal of Market For Profits, a Naperville, Illinois-based marketing consulting 
and coaching firm. He can be reached at al@market-for-profits.com or through his Web site, Market for 

Profits". 

 

Creating Timely Press Releases Year-Round 
Follow these tips for creating attention-getting releases all the months of the year. 
January 19, 2004  

 

Q: I really want to use PR for my business. I know there are a host of ideas for press releases, but I've 

used many of them over and over. I need something fresh—perhaps something for each month of the 
year. Any ideas?  

A: Part of managing the total marketing campaign—and especially the public relations portion—is 

supplying the media with a unique story that will grasp their reader and viewer audiences. Press releases 
also have a dramatic impact on customers and your targeted prospects. 

I've said before that there is definitely a knack to writing a "newsworthy" press release, even though 
sometimes the goal is awareness and promotion. Editors do not like promotion, so crafting a press 
release to appeal to an editor is key. There is no guarantee that any press release will ever be published, 
but with a consistent professional newsworthy approach with reputable editors of reputable publications, 
the probability is good that some press will be gained and awareness will increase. Press releases are 
also great vehicles for communicating with clients and prospects. Putting them on a Web site is a very 
effective means of promoting to your captive markets. It also further substantiates your marketing and 
your credibility in your field.  

When entrepreneurs undertake such a campaign, this question is often asked: "I'm not sure our company 
has anything to write about for a press release. What do you suggest?" Some of the standard subjects for 
press releases involve:  

• Starting a new business.  

• Introducing a new product.  

• Celebrating an anniversary.  

• Announcing a promotion.  

• Announcing a restructuring of a company.  

• Offering an article series for publication.  

• Relocating offices.  
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• Opening branch or satellite offices.  

• Receiving an award.  

If you've been consistent with your press release writing and publication, some of these subjects might be 
considered "old" to either your audience or the editor you're targeting. So, it's time to spice up your press 
release efforts with new subjects. One approach is to tie your press releases to the current month, the 
upcoming season or the holidays. Here are some suggestions for each month of the year. (Note: 
Company names are fictional and are used for examples only.) 

January:  

• Apollo Corporation Begins New Year With New Organization  

• Buskum and Company Kicks off New Year With New Products  

February:  

• J. Little and Associates Honors Presidents Day With Open House and Coffee With Their 
President  

• Heart Clinic Inc. to Offer Free Heart Scans on Valentine's Day  

March:  

• Harrison Bank Uses "Coming in Like a Lion" Theme for Upcoming Trade Show  

• Not All Patricks Are Saints at Patrick and Sons Paint—Clearance Sale  

April:  

• We're Spring Cleaning at Springs Auto Parts—Marked-Down Inventory and Other Clearance 
Items Won't Last Long  

May:  

• Bertram's Books Offers All Ladies Free Flower on Mother's Day  

• Spring Is in the "Air" at Thompson's Tires—Free Rotation Offered on May Day  

June:  

• Schools out for Summer Annual Picnic at Teen Park  

• Joseph Attorneys and Associates Presents New Flag to City Hall on Flag Day  

July:  

• Celebrate America's Independence With Red, White and Blue Days at Clothes Mart  

• Springfield Chamber Offers Lunch in the Park for Honorees  

August:  

• Dog Days of Summer Open House at Humane Society  

• No Holiday Month Holiday Celebration at the Towne Library  

September:  

• Back to School, Back to Work, Back to Back at In Line Chiropractic/  



October:  

• Buy American Day in Honor of Columbus at Skitchens Motors  

November:  

• City Manager Shows Thanks by Donating Thanksgiving Monument to City  

December:  

Home for the Holidays Honor for Returning Troops Sponsored by Andersen, Anderson and Norne 
Consulting  

While these are all in the form of headlines, they still give you some ideas on how to tag along with the 

season for your press releases. Many of the events are in conjunction with other organizations. The key 
to getting published is to make your story newsworthy. Editors like sponsorships, donations, honors and 
events. All of the above fall into those categories.  

Al Lautenslager is the president and owner of The Ink Well, a commercial printing and mailing company in 
Wheaton, Illinois, and the principal of Market For Profits, a Naperville, Illinois-based marketing consulting 
and coaching firm. He can be reached at al@market-for-profits.com or through his Web site, Market for 

Profits". 

 

How to Get Editors to Read Your Press Releases 
Understanding these considerations, mistakes and myths will increase the probability of publication. 
December 15, 2003  

 

Q: What can I do to increase my chances of having my press releases used by a newspaper or 

magazine?  

A: Whether you're creating your PR, thinking about creating it or you're just about to launch it, beware of 

these shortfalls, mistakes and other considerations:  

Editors hate promotion. The purpose of publicity is to inform the public about news, events, people and 
things of that nature, not to tell a story. Editors and reporters are sensitive to what the reader wants to 
read. Since a significant portion of news in a news publication comes from press releases, editors want to 
see news. They hate promotion. If your press release contains information that is purely promotional and 
you try to disguise it as news, editors can pick out the promotion a mile away. Don't do it. Save yourself 
the time and aggravation. Editors and reporters form opinions and perceptions about those that submit 
releases. If you continue the promotional angle, you will get the reputation of being a promoter. When you 
have real news to communicate, editors will then ignore you because of that reputation. Think news. Put 
yourself in the editor/reporter's shoes and the reader's shoes, and communicate newsworthy facts, not 
personal, promoting stories.  

Don't put out a press release announcing a time-sensitive event the day beforehand. Planning a 
publication and laying out a publication takes more time than overnight. Even though you see yesterday's 
events communicated in today's newspaper, it doesn't mean there was a happenstance layout with no 
prior planning done. Editors and copy editors have a place for breaking stories, event announcements 
and general PR. Respect the fact that there is a degree of planning involved. Turn in any press releases 
related to time-sensitive events early enough so that an editor can plan accordingly. Communicating 
information today about an event tomorrow is not soon enough for most editors. Planning your own PR 
and associated press releases must be part of your event, product launch or personnel planning.  

Make sure that your publicity has a news angle to it. You now know editors hate promotion. What they 
do like is news. Creating a newsworthy angle to anything increases the probability that something will get 
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published. Sometimes just using the word "news" in the headline of a press release will indicate that. 
Usually anything with a time or date associated with it is considered news. Think announcements, events, 
happenings and occasions.  

Local angles to national stories are also considered news. These sometimes can be human-interest 
stories. The national story is more newsworthy and satisfies the news requirement of most editors. 
Anniversaries are news. Promotions in management are news. Seminar announcements are news. New 
product information is news.  

Consider what readers want to read. Put yourself in their shoes. Some news doesn't matter to the 
readership. This is where identifying your target market comes in. You want to publicize in those places 
that are seen by your target market. If a particular publication doesn't necessarily reach your product 
market, there is no reason to communicate your news. A business seminar announcement is of no use to 
a gardening club. Reorganization in the largest business in town is of no interest to sports junkies. 
Consider the publication; consider the readership; consider what else is publicized in a particular 
publication.  

Don't call the editor to see when your release might run. Over half of the press releases an editor 
receives are discarded, ignored or not used. Press releases hit an editor's e-mail inbox or his or her fax 
machine sometimes like popcorn--there's more than can be handled, managed and certainly published. 
An editor is generally in charge of other publication content. The day in the life of an editor is a case study 
in prioritization and time-management. Receiving a phone call from everyone who sent in a press release 
is an obstacle they don't need nor choose to deal with. Once again, if you bug an editor and ask about 
placement, you will get a reputation. Editors need to be handled with TLC.  

If you do contact editors or reporters, first ask them if they are "on deadline." Sometimes there is 
reason to contact an editor. Maybe it's returning a phone call they made to you for more information. The 
first thing you should say when phoning an editor is, "Are you on deadline?" Sometimes it's 3:00 p.m., 
and they have a 5:00 p.m. deadline they are trying to meet and have three hours worth of work to cram 
into those two hours. Fielding a call related to prospective PR ruins that time-management. Editors want 
the opportunity to say, "I'm busy, leave me alone, I still want to talk to you but I've got a deadline." Don't 
be offended by this; its part of the PR business.  

Paid advertising generally has no bearing on publicity placement. One myth is that paid advertisers 
get preferential treatment for PR placement. This is a myth. Editors generally don't talk to the advertising 
department. Now common sense does prevail when trying to take care of larger accounts and great 
advertisers. There may be an occasion where preference is given, but the general rule of thumb is that 
you won't get preferential treatment for PR if you advertised.  

The tips mentioned above also apply to broadcast news; just replace the word "editor" with "producer."  

Understanding some of these quirks, rules, myths and considerations will increase your probability of 
getting your news placed in the publications that your target markets read.  

Alfred J. Lautenslager is an award-winning marketing and PR consultant, direct-mail promotion specialist, 
principle of marketing consulting firm Marketing Now, and president and owner of The Ink Well, a 
commercial printing and mailing company in Wheaton, Illinois. Visit his Web sites at http://www.market-for-

profits.com and http://www.1-800-inkwell.com, or e-mail him at al@market-for-profits.com.  

 

Publicize Your Business With Radio Interviews 
Tips for using this medium to your advantage 
October 20, 2003  

 

Q: How can I generate PR by radio interviews, and what do I say if I get one?  
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A: Just like the publishing of your press release in a publication, radio PR is free advertising. And just 

like PR in a publication, some of the same considerations must be given to radio PR.  

In a publication, a directed press release needs to be newsworthy. At the least, it has to be of interest to 
the readership of the publication. In radio, a radio interview must be of interest to the "listenership." You 
don't interview a business author on a home and gardening show. You don't interview a public official on 
a technology and computer show. And just like publication PR, interviews and news items are generated 
by press releases—so don't forget to add your local radio stations to your press release distribution list.  

One way to generate a radio interview is to attach a list of frequently asked questions to your release that 
are pertinent to the topic. In most situations, the host of the radio show will read from your list of questions 
and lead you through the discussion of your topic. One thing to remember, regardless of the questions 
the host decides to use, is that you must always have a key message. You should plan it out in advance. 
Just like PR in a publication, this is not purely promotional. If you land a radio interview and turn it into an 
on-air sales pitch, consider it your last interview at that station and a guarantee to turn off your audience. 
During your interview, use that key message as something to refer back to. Your audience will remember 
you and your key point if you make it more than once.  

Prepare yourself for curve balls thrown by the interviewing host. Don't expect him to read your FAQ sheet 
verbatim or go in order. Practice with someone much like you would for a vocabulary test. Try not to 
always say, "That's a good question." That usually implies that your answer will not be as good as 
expected.  

During the course of the interview, you are considered the expert of your topic, so talk with confidence 
and use facts. Tentative answers and conjecture will flop the interview.  

It's OK to say, "I'm not sure about the answer to that" or "I don't know." Just use this as an opportunity to 
bring the host back to your key points and messages.  

Never answer a question from the host with a question. That also spells doom in the radio interviewing 
business. The host typically wants to do less work than you during the interview. If he has to start 
answering your questions, he won't be a happy host. And a happy host is a good host in the radio PR 
world.  

Even though you are prepared and you have your list of questions, a question could come your way that 
will totally throw you off guard. That's why practice is important. Being light on your feet will pay off in 
these situations.  

One more note: If you know of the interview ahead of time, don't forget to issue a press release 
announcing your slot on the station. This will double the effect of your PR.  

Radio stations have a lot of time to fill. Listen to how many subjects they cover during a particular time 
slot on the radio. Multiply this by all the radio stations in the country and the time slots during the day. 
There's a greater demand for radio appearances that generate radio PR than you think. Contacting the 
producer of each show via a press release is the start of your radio media relationships. The good news 
is, if you're good in your interview, you will be asked back. You can also offer yourself as an emergency 
backup if a particular guest doesn't show or runs into a conflict.  

Radio PR is there for the asking. Working and focusing on the asking will publicize you and your 
business.  

Alfred J. Lautenslager is an award-winning marketing and PR consultant, direct-mail promotion specialist, 
principle of marketing consulting firm Marketing Now, and president and owner of The Ink Well, a 
commercial printing and mailing company in Wheaton, Illinois. Visit his Web sites at http://www.market-for-

profits.com and http://www.1-800-inkwell.com, or e-mail him at al@market-for-profits.com.  
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How to Make the Most of a Business Event 
Throw a shindig--and get some great PR at the same time. 
September 15, 2003  

 

Q: I heard that sometimes hosting an event can generate good PR. How can I get the most out of my 

event?  

A: Hosting an event for your business or at your business can be the equivalent to getting an article 

published in a targeted publication. The focus is what makes it so effective. The event can take the form 
of an open house, a ribbon-cutting ceremony, a seminar or a guest appearance by a celebrity, political 
official or someone else of significance. Once you decide that you are going to have an event, there are a 
few things to do to get even more bang for your PR buck.  

• Let your target market know that you are having an event. An announcement can be made first 
with a press release to publications that reach your target market. Hand out fliers at your place of 
business, with customer orders and at any networking sessions you attend to get the word out 
about your event. A follow-up press release as the event approaches further instills your name 
into an editor's list as a progressive promoter and a business worthy of news. Target local 
publications, national publications, trade publications, personal newsletters and any publication 
linked with your business or organization.  

• If you are having a speaker or another guest of honor, a separate press release announcing the 
appearance of that person can be issued. Consider releasing a series of press releases for the 
event, depending on the nature of the event. The announcement of the special guest can come 
from you, the host, or sometimes speakers and guests like to announce themselves appearing at 
a particular event. The more coverage, the better.  

• Invite the media with handwritten invitations. Just like a party, invite the people you want to 
attend. Send invitations to the media, your customers and important prospects, friends and 
family. It's even OK to include a copy of the first press release with your invitation to further 
emphasize the importance of the event.  

• At the event itself, announce the media representatives that are present and present them with 
press passes and/or special name tags. Press people like to feel special and have special 
access.  

• Have plenty of press kits available to pass out to those attending. Pass them out not only to the 
media representatives, but also to your guests. Customers and prospects should receive any and 
all press releases that you issue. If you don't have a press kit, make one. They are not that hard 
to put together, they don't have to be fancy and they don't have to include volumes of material. A 
sample press kit might be the press release announcing the event; a bio on any speaker or guest; 
a fact sheet on the company's history, product or service; and a bio on the owner/president of the 
company. That's the basic information; anything more is gravy. This will also help the media write 
their follow-up stories about your event. You can even be so bold as to write a suggested article 
as a "template."  

• Include in the press kit a frequently asked questions list about the company, person, product or 
service written in interview form. This makes it easier for radio and TV people to interview you or 
pick a few questions for press.  

• Most importantly, hire a photographer or carry around a digital camera. You will want your event 
recorded. Offer the media electronic photos for their publications. Post printed photos at your 
place of business and include them in any follow-up thank-you notes to your guests.  

• Send persistent, automatic e-mails to inform, educate, sample and entertain potential attendees. I 
recommend two per week starting three months before registration is cut off.  

• Ask potential attendees to send contact information for five people who they think would be 
interested in attending, and ask them to send out the soliciting e-mail to two others not included in 
the original five.  

• Use a hook. Offer a free report, such as "How to gain more out of life by attending these events" 
or "Top 10 ways to budget your time," to those in attendance.  

• Have a pre-event contest, with the winner to be announced at the event.  



These are just a few ideas that will give your event a big bang. Using your imagination to come up with a 
few more will increase your PR immensely. The goal is to get noticed and get people talking about your 
business.  

Alfred J. Lautenslager is an award-winning marketing and PR consultant, direct-mail promotion specialist, 
principle of marketing consulting firm Marketing Now, and president and owner of The Ink Well, a 
commercial printing and mailing company in Wheaton, Illinois. Visit his Web sites at http://www.market-for-

profits.com and http://www.1-800-inkwell.com, or e-mail him at al@market-for-profits.com.  

 

PR Is More Than Just Press Releases 
There are many ways to communicate your message. Try these 5 methods on for size, and watch the word 
spread like wildfire. 
August 18, 2003  

 
Q: I know I need to get my business's name in front of customers, but I'm not sure how to do it. What PR 

strategies do you recommend?  

A: Just like any other form of marketing, PR should have its own plan within the marketing plan. Guerrilla 

Marketing teaches us to establish a marketing calendar that will guide us, help us budget and be an 
evaluation tool when determining effective marketing methods. The same goes for PR: A separate plan or 
guiding tool makes for a more effective PR program and overall marketing approach.  

We often think of PR as our name or company name being printed in a particular publication. While this is 
good and part of any good PR program, effective PR can take many forms. Marketing is made up of 
many, many things working together from many directions all toward your target market. The more of 
these things that your target market hears and sees, the easier it is to sell your product or service. That's 
when you know marketing is doing its job.  

Here are even more ways to get your name out. Make sure they're included in your PR plan:  

1. Events: These can be open houses, celebrity visits, clearance sales, "meet the owners" 
events or other events that give you a reason to invite customers and prospects to your place of 
business. The most important invitee of all for effective PR is the media. This includes newspaper 
officials and reporters, editors, management and similar titles from radio and TV stations. Meeting 
people from the media also gives you a reason to follow up later, which helps you establish good 
relationships with those that control the news and features. Related to an event is the press 
conference. These are usually held to introduce a new product or person, provide a response to a 
situation, or handle anything else that's extremely newsworthy.  

2. Fact sheets, newsletters and brochures for customers and prospects: This almost sounds 
more like part of the marketing plan vs. the PR plan, but these marketing vehicles can be tailored 
to support PR and one-time situations and enhance media relations. Add members of the media 
to the distribution list for these.  

3. A PR firm: You can make your company seem more newsworthy and media-friendly by hiring 
a PR agency. This doesn't have to be done on an ongoing basis. There are PR professionals who 
will work with you event by event or project by project. This should only be done if it's part of your 
overall plan and the budget is in line with your company financials.  

4. FAQ development: Radio and TV people, believe it or not, sometimes have trouble selecting 
topics to fill their air time and finding good people to interview. A radio or TV interview opportunity 
might arise in the near future, so take some time now to prepare yourself. Compile a list of 
answers to anticipated questions or questions that make your point. These FAQs can also be 
included in your media kits, posted on your Web site and distributed when meeting with 
customers and prospects.  
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5. Speaking engagements: Nothing gets the word out more than the spoken word. When you 
speak to a group, you are the center of attention, competing with no one for share of mind. You're 
also in a situation where you can best communicate your marketing message. Speaking is a 
great form of PR. Many times the speaking engagement is publicized ahead of time, and 
sometimes the media will show up at such events. This increases the likelihood of post-event PR. 
This is all synergized when you are an expert on a particular subject.  

As you can see, PR can be more than just a press release. A planned approach that utilizes many 
different methods will increase your probability for success and generate the kind of PR you want for your 
business. Make it part of your plan!  

Alfred J. Lautenslager is an award-winning marketing and PR consultant, direct-mail promotion specialist, 
principle of marketing consulting firm Marketing Now, and president and owner of The Ink Well, a 
commercial printing and mailing company in Wheaton, Illinois. Visit his Web sites at http://www.market-for-

profits.com and http://www.1-800-inkwell.com, or e-mail him at al@market-for-profits.com.  

 

Take Advantage of Free PR 
Smart, no-cost ways to get your name out and generate attention for your business 
June 16, 2003  

 

Q: I know I need to do some PR, but I have little to no budget for it. Are there some things I can do for 

free?  

A: PR is popular because it is very cost-effective and it works. If you send out one press release, for 

example, and it gets into print, it could generate nice business. The return on your investment is infinite, 
since the press release didn't cost you anything to write and distribute (unless you hired someone to do 
it).  

Sending out a press release is just one example of free PR. There are many reasons for sending out a 
release: introducing a new product or service, celebrating an anniversary, winning an award, reaching a 
milestone and so on. Doing this on a regular basis is key to keeping your name in front of your customers' 
and prospects' eyes and being at the top of their mind when it comes to awareness. Let's look at some 
other free PR:  

• Writing articles: Articles don't have to be long; they just need to be informative. Share your 
experience. Cite your wisdom. Tell a story. Make a list. These are all things you can write an 
article about. Everyone is more of an expert in one particular area than another. Writing about 
how to do something is always something of value to readers. Writing articles gives you instant 
credibility, too. Submitting online, as well as offline, provides another good chance to get your 
name in print at no cost. Be sure to put your contact information in a contact resource box at the 
end of the article.  

• Newsletters: Writing a newsletter is another way to keep your name top-of-mind. This can be 
online or offline. Online newsletters are often referred to as e-zines; offline newsletters are printed 
and mailed. Both contain content valuable to your target market and many times advertise your 
products and services. It's always been said that your best prospect is a current customer. 
Advertising to current customers is your best bet to get more business. E-zines are e-mails to 
your permission-based e-mail database. The cost of this is nothing, yet the return potential is 
infinite.  

• Public speaking: Speaking in front of an audience usually makes you an expert. People like to 
buy from experts. If they're in your audience, then they'll remember your expertise and come to 
you when they need your product or service. Chambers of commerce are also good targets, but 
so are all the service clubs that need luncheon speakers. Speaking is free, and it's just like 
making a sales call to many people at one time.  

• Free reports: Offering a free report online is a good way to get an e-mail from prospects so you 
may market to them later. This is the whole basis of permission-based marketing, or opt-in lists. 
You can do the same thing offline. If you're doing a postcard campaign and you offer a free 
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report, you can get an instant appointment from the postcard or at least a phone call. You can 
increase the response of a direct-mail program from 1 percent to double-digit percentage returns. 
The free reports can be a dressed-up article, a list, a survey that you've done or some research-
based information. Use your imagination here.  

• Radio: Radio is expensive, you say? Not if you are being interviewed or calling in on a talk show. 
Getting interviewed is free, except for your continual follow-up with producers. Calling in is free, 
but sometimes it's hard to relay contact information. Both of these work, especially when 
supplemented with other marketing strategies.  

• Online forum participation: There are many online newsgroups or forums for a particular 
subject area. Participating in these is another way to get your name out. Advertising is not usually 
permitted. Participating by answering and asking questions will position you as an expert and a 
resource for others. Many online forums will let you put an e-mail signature with a link to your site 
or message with another site linked. Take full advantage of this; these links get clicked often 
when of interest to the forum participants.  

• Letters to the editor: A little-known secret that's a good follow-up to a press release is a letter to 
an editor. This is free PR. Many times a letter to the editor has a better chance of getting 
published than the actual press release. Sometimes you'll get a press release published with 
editorial comments from the editor. The letter to the editor is a great place to respond to editorial 
comments as well as to further state a position. You'd be surprised how many people read this 
column in publications. This is also another way to become friends with the editor. If they see you 
enough and match you with a newsworthy press release, then your chances of getting a press 
release in print increases.  

These are just some of the many free PR avenues that can increase the top-of-mind awareness with your 
target customers and prospects. As always, it's best to do this as part of an overall marketing plan with 
measurement and follow-up.  

Alfred J. Lautenslager is an award-winning marketing and PR consultant, direct-mail promotion specialist, 
principle of marketing consulting firm Marketing Now, and president and owner of The Ink Well, a 
commercial printing and mailing company in Wheaton, Illinois. Visit his Web sites at http://www.market-for-

profits.com and http://www.1-800-inkwell.com, or e-mail him at al@market-for-profits.com.  

 

A Press Release Primer 
Simple how-tos that will help you construct an attention-getting release 
May 19, 2003  

 

Q: I've heard you mention press releases, PR strategies and creating news to communicate to the 

editors of publications, but I'm not a writer. What things do I need to include in a press release?  

A: You mentioned one thing in your question that is very important, and that is the word "news." I've said 

it before, but it bears repeating: Editors hate promotion. Yet the reason you do PR is to get exposure for 
your business. In order for these two things to reconcile, information presented to editors for purposes of 
publication must be newsworthy. It's good that you asked the question on how to properly put a press 
release together, because editors are constantly bombarded by press releases of all kinds in all ways. 
The more effective you are in your delivery, the better the chances that your news will be covered in the 
press. Here are a few key elements of an effective press release.  

The first element is the A in the AIDA (attention, interest, desire, action) formula that a lot of marketers 
use for all their marketing. You need to capture the reader's attention with a catchy, creative and pertinent 
headline. I recommend putting the headline in all capital letters, short and to the point, including some 
type of action and, if possible, relating a benefit. I know that sounds like a lot of information, but it is very 
important. Many press releases are discarded right at the point the editor reads the headline. On the 
other hand, a creative headline will slide your story right to the right place in a publication. Spend some 
time on this. Test it. Try different ones. Get others' opinions.  
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Just like book titles, in most cases there should be a subtitle to the headline. It should include additional, 
attention-getting information that helps to make your statement with more impact. The first paragraph--
even the first sentence--should include the who, what, where, when and why of what the press release is 
about. Don't beat around the bush with a lot of introductory material. Make it succinct, much like a news 
anchor would read a "tease" on a newscast.  

Now you're ready to include the details and extraneous information about the subject of your 
announcement. If it is a new product or service announcement, then include the features and benefits and 
what's unique about your offering. If it is about a person, include biographical information. This is your 
point to expand, still to the point, on the announcement.  

Next, include a quote from a key player. It can either be an official, high-ranking individual of the company 
or a person in a relevant position, such as the vice president of product development. It can be from an 
award recipient or the person handing out the award. The quote serves to personalize the news and give 
it credibility. These people also serve as contacts or references for the editor seeking additional 
information specific to the announcement. In the financial reporting of public companies, many times this 
is an analyst's quote. Sometimes in place of the president or owner of a company, a company 
spokesperson is used.  

At this point, additional product, person or other subject-related information is included. For products and 
services, this could be pricing information, examples of use or typical customers. Expansion on the 
uniqueness is always good--anything factual that an editor can print for the readership. This ensures 
accurate coverage of your news.  

Product availability is key as well. If newly introduced, when will it be available and, most of all, where? 
Always tell your reader how your product or service can be obtained. Sometimes this is as simple as 
associating a phone number with the product or service or including a distributor's contact information.  

At this point in the release, I like to throw in one more short quote, either from the main subject or a 
related subject. If it's a promotion, this could be the hiring manager or the promoted employee.  

Finally, don't forget to include contact information at the end of the release. Without it, you rely on the 
memory of your reader. This is for both the readership and the press to find out how to get more 
information or with whom to follow up. Include your phone number, e-mail, Web site and address. 
Sometimes, an offer of a free report or sample here will be an incentive for prospects and other media 
people to contact the issuing company.  

Remember, this is the essential information. My advice does not address actual format, but it does 
address content. Try your hand at crafting the various paragraphs. Just remember--the editor is trying to 
please the reader, so put yourself in both of their shoes.  

Alfred J. Lautenslager is an award-winning marketing and PR consultant, direct-mail promotion specialist, 
principle of marketing consulting firm Marketing Now, and president and owner of The Ink Well, a 
commercial printing and mailing company in Wheaton, Illinois. Visit his Web sites at http://www.market-for-

profits.com and http://www.1-800-inkwell.com, or e-mail him at al@market-for-profits.com.  

 

When Your Press Release Isn't Working 
Not getting any bites on your press release--or even a nibble? Try these tips to make sure you're barking up 
the right tree. 
April 21, 2003  

 

Q: OK, I've followed your advice on how to pitch an editor, and I've sent press releases. I'm still not 

getting my PR placed in publications. What more can I do?  
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A: This is common among those not focusing on what the editor wants, needs or, more important, what 

the reader wants to read. So many times you blast a press release to the world, and it's not right for the 
publication. Editors see this and ignore subsequent communication. You can get a bad reputation in the 
media world regardless of how small you are.  

It's often said that PR takes not only initiative, but also ingenuity. Typically the PR do-it-yourselfers of the 
world start with a press release. This is their best communication conduit to the media. If you blast out 
your press release to multiple publications and sit back and wait for the publicity to happen, I can almost 
guarantee you will be disappointed.  

"Blasting" implies sending to as many publications that you can just to play the numbers game. There are 
many e-mail programs that will blast to publications' e-mail addresses. There are also fax programs that 
will do the same. The error that many make at first is to send to everyone. You should only send press 
releases to publications that you think might be interested in your product. Make a list of them before 
sending your release out. Find out what kind of articles, news and stories the publications tend to 
communicate to their readers.  

Also, if possible, find out who the key editors, reporters or writers are. Don't send the release to the 
publisher or executive editor. They receive many releases each day, and they don't have time to sort 
them or forward them. Start lower on the totem pole. If you can't find the information in your initial 
research, call the publication. Ask who should receive your information and what the preferred delivery 
method is (e-mail, fax or snail mail).  

Once you have all this information, you can actually craft a personalized cover letter and include 
information about their publication. The little bit of homework you do for this will go a long way with editors 
and reporters. They know at this point that you've not just blasted to the world--that you've been selective 
in your targeting. You can also mention at this point why you think your information is relevant to their 
readership and even go so far as to suggest how it might be used or where it might be placed.  

Even with all this homework, your press release still has to be newsworthy. You have to have a news 
angle to your information. It can be of local interest or of human interest and still be newsworthy. If you 
want to know whether your information is newsworthy, compare it with the other information in the 
publication you are targeting. As a reader, is it the sort of thing that you would want to see if you were a 
paying subscriber? One of the questions that you can use to test the interest to the readership is to ask 
the question "So what?" If you don't have a good answer for this question, chances are, your information 
will not pass the newsworthiness test.  

The other test that your information must pass is the "no-hype" test. Editors hate promotion. They don't 
care whether you or your company's name gets in their publication. They have no interest in promoting 
your company. They only care about their readers. If they spot hype or promotion, you go on their bad list. 
Send enough of these, and you get a reputation. If you get a reputation, even your most newsworthy 
items will be ignored. Start off on the right foot, and you will have recurring publicity and a good 
relationship with the editor/reporter/publication.  

Lastly, if you follow up, always start by asking if the editor or reporter is on deadline. If so, ask when you 
can call back for five minutes of additional information. If you can't reach them or get past the gatekeeper, 
don't despair. Persistence and consistency pay off in this game. Send out regular newsworthy releases to 
targeted media, and you will soon be in the headlines.  

Alfred J. Lautenslager is an award-winning marketing and PR consultant, direct-mail promotion specialist, 
principle of marketing consulting firm Marketing Now, and president and owner of The Ink Well, a 
commercial printing and mailing company in Wheaton, Illinois. Visit his Web sites at http://www.market-for-
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Is Your PR Program Worth the Cost? 
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How to set specific goals for your PR campaign and calculate your precise ROI 
February 17, 2003  

 
Q: How can I justify the cost of a PR program, and how do I know what the ROI is?  

A: One of guerrilla marketing guru Jay Conrad Levinson's credos is, "Don't purchase advertising unless 

it's part of a total program or campaign." In this case, advertising is not synonymous with marketing. In 
today's world, advertising is just one element of the marketing formula. In fact, there is a shift occurring 
away from advertising to other marketing that's less costly and more cost-effective and efficient.  

This is especially true at the beginning of a company's marketing efforts or the beginning of a particular 
service or product campaign. One trend is toward more PR. In all your marketing efforts, your goal is to 
gain that top-of-mind awareness position with your prospect/customer. PR can do this. Advertising can do 
this once that awareness is attained. PR gets you there; advertising keeps you there.  

Without that share of mind, your chance for a sale decreases. This is especially true when advertising 
claims are doubted or skeptical or when consumers and prospects are inundated with so much 
advertising that a good portion is rejected.  

Knowing the return of PR truly justifies it as an integral part of the marketing arsenal. Measuring the 
effectiveness of a PR program is something that should begin at the same time the PR idea is originated.  

Measuring PR can be vague; however, the more specific the objective, the better the measurement. Most 
entrepreneurs try to measure PR based on objectives that are not measurable. Here are some examples 
of objectives not easily measured:  

• Attain top-of-mind awareness by the end of the year for your brand.  

• Introduce your new service with a "bang."  

• Make your company more visible.  

• Increase word-of-mouth referrals.  

These are good objectives, but how will you know when you attain them? That is one of the objectives of 
good measurement. Here are some examples of better objectives to improve the measurement:  

• Get three mentions in business magazines.  

• Mail your book to 35 book reviewers and get three favorable reviews published in their 
publications.  

• Ask all new customers how they heard about you, and get 40 of these as a result of published 
articles or announcements in trade publications.  

As you can see, one is much more specific than the other, and therefore much more measurable. The 
key is to get specific in your planning and execution. The result is specific criteria on which to measure 
the PR effort. Once this is done, it's easy to evaluate where to spend budget dollars. It's very similar to 
evaluating the overall marketing plan: List all the weapons used; evaluate their effectiveness by A, B or C, 
with A being superior and C being poor; throw out the C weapons in the next planning year and repeat 
the A and B weapons in order of effectiveness. The key is making sure each goal is, in fact, attainable. In 
other words, you probably won't set the goal of making repeat appearances on Oprah.  

How to Calculate Your ROI 
To calculate the ROI on your publicity program, you'll need to make certain assumptions. Here are some examples and the 
ensuing ROI calculations. Remember the specific goals.  

1. There is a group of potential customers that, given the right motivation, will be attracted to contact your company in some way.  
2. Every 10 inquiries received results in two new customers (a 20 percent close rate).  
3. The average customer order is $2,000 (order $).  
4. The average customer orders four times per year (# orders/year).  
5. The average gross profit (GP) on an order is 30 percent.  



6. The cost of a professionally implemented publicity program is $24,000.  

How many inquiries do I need to generate to break even (ROI = 0%) based on the above assumptions?  
No. of inquiries to break even = program cost/(close rate) x (order $) x (# orders/year) x (GP)  
No. of inquiries = $24,000/(.20) x ($2,000) x (4) x (.30) = 50  

How many inquiries would it take to achieve an ROI of 50 percent?  
No. of inquiries for 50 percent ROI is 75. (Because it took 50 inquiries to generate the $25,000 to break even, another 25 inquiries 
would generate an additional $12,500 in profits for an ROI of 50 percent.)  

What is the lifetime value of a new customer? Of an inquiry?  
Assuming the customer will be with you for two years:  
Lifetime value of customer: (order$) x (# orders/year) x (GP) x (2 years) = ($2,000) x (4) x (.30) x (2) = $4,800  
Lifetime value of inquiry: (lifetime value of customer)(close rate) = ($4,800) x (.20) = $960  

Is it possible to generate 50 to 75 inquiries per year with an effective publicity program, to generate the numbers above? History 
has proved that the ability of publicity to draw inquiries has a high degree of probability compared to other methods of advertising 
and promotion.  

Keep in mind the above assumptions are only examples. Plug in your own numbers and see what might be possible for your 
business.  

 

Alfred J. Lautenslager is an award-winning marketing and PR consultant, direct-mail promotion specialist, 
principle of marketing consulting firm Marketing Now, and president and owner of The Ink Well, a 
commercial printing and mailing company in Wheaton, Illinois. Visit his Web sites at http://www.market-for-

profits.com and http://www.1-800-inkwell.com, or e-mail him at al@market-for-profits.com.  

 

What Do Editors Look For? 
It pays to do some research before you send out that press release. 
January 20, 2003  

 

Q: What are the preferences of some of the well-known publications as far as submitting PR-related 

material?  

A: I've had the opportunity lately to find out exactly what the editors at four well-known publications look 

for in what they receive in the way of PR. These editors were more involved in technical articles, but some 
of the information is general for any type of PR. For purposes of this article, the publications (and the 
editors I talked to) will go nameless, as the advice given here applies to any situation in which you are 
submitting PR materials to the press. This is Part I.  

What do magazines and newspapers look for in a story pitch?  

• Not all magazines are looking for news stories. Instead, as one editor put it, "We want leads 
about people who are flying beneath the radar and doing something quite remarkable. Your best 
bet is to offer a story very grounded in best practices. Give us a company that no one has really 
heard about before or a new effort from a fascinating company that is trying something different."  

• Some magazines prefer to examine case studies, though their writers do them in their own way. 
Most importantly, know the magazine. Although editors admit it's not something that can be easily 
explained, all too often they receive irrelevant pitches that don't relate to the publication. If, for 
instance, you wanted to pitch an idea for a technology article, use the press release to tell the 
editor that you're pitching a proven example of something. And get their attention in two 
paragraphs or less.  

• Magazines love it when a company approaches them with real examples of how it differs from the 
competition. It's also not a bad idea to give a clear definition of what segment of the market you 
are playing into. Keep in mind, though, editors don't like companies that come off as boastful in 
their press releases.  
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• Before you pitch a newspaper in a major city, heed this advice: Read previously published 
articles. Make sure your story is one no one has written about. And if it's a new campaign, it has 
to be different and relevant.  

• If you're trying to get PR for your new product, make sure your press release communicates to 
editors exactly what makes the product unique, be it pricing or a cool technical aspect. Above all, 
know their audience.  

What is the best way to contact editors?  

• Most editors are too busy to field phone calls. Voice mail is unreliable because it tends to clog up 
really fast. Postal mail is even worse; most of it gets discarded by editors. So use e-mail instead. 
To make it work for you, don't say "press release" in the subject line. And, most importantly, get to 
the point early. Tell editors quickly why your story is so important to their readers.  

Where can you go to meet the publication staff?  

• Magazine editors attend a variety of conferences each year. Most tend to shy away from the 
standard issue trade shows and instead go to conferences that feature new ideas, intriguing case 
studies and fresh thinking.  

• There are certain big events that attract the attention of the media. Examples include worldwide 
broadband conferences, Comdex, CES and so on.  

• It's rare, but some magazine editors will take time to visit individual companies, but something in 
the trip must make it worthwhile for them to travel. And if you've got a great story and you're in the 
local area, some newspaper editors just might be receptive to meeting you.  

• Newspaper editors try to attend any local ad and media conferences. Sometimes they attend the 
big media conferences in New York City.  

What about deadlines?  

• Monthly magazine editors plan ideas all the time, so there's no magic window of opportunity. It's 
best to just take your shot. But before you do, contact the marketing department. They should 
have a good sense of what is coming up on the editorial calendar. The calendar is proprietary, so 
you'll need to go through them to get it.  

• Newspaper editors, on the other hand, are on deadline every day of the workweek, but they will 
do their best to respond in a timely manner. Frequently, articles will go to print at around 6:30 
p.m. in the city where the publication is based, but days are set by 4 p.m. Unless it really is 
breaking news, try to reach them early in the day.  

Alfred J. Lautenslager is an award-winning marketing and PR consultant, direct-mail promotion specialist, 
principle of marketing consulting firm Marketing Now, and president and owner of The Ink Well, a 
commercial printing and mailing company in Wheaton, Illinois. Visit his Web sites at http://www.market-for-

profits.com and http://www.1-800-inkwell.com, or e-mail him at al@market-for-profits.com.  

 

Add Value to Get Your PR Noticed 
Provide knowledge in your pitch, and editors just might bite. 
December 16, 2002  

 

Q: I have a two-part question. I want to do a press release to advertise my business, but I was advised 

against it. I thought PR was a good way to advertise? What can I do further with the press release to get 
noticed if editors don't like me to advertise with it?  

A: A lot of businesses, especially those on a shoestring budget, many times confuse PR with advertising 

and promotion. Ask someone how they are marketing their business, and you're likely to get an answer 
related to one or more of the following: marketing, PR, sales, advertising and promotion. Many times, 
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press releases are constructed as clearly promotional. I've said it here many times, and I say it just about 
every time I talk about marketing and PR: Editors hate promotion.  

Sometimes, entrepreneurs are so busy in their business that they hire someone else to construct the 
press release or an entire campaign. This is a very good thing. Entrepreneurs should spend time on what 
they do best--and unless they're in a PR-related business, PR probably isn't their strong suit, making it a 
good candidate for outsourcing. When outsourcing PR, you and your outsourced partner have to be very 
careful not to build in a purely promotional message or angle to the information communicated to the 
press. Do not make a press release a disguised brochure. Editors will see right through this and ignore 
your release; they may even remember you and ignore future releases, even though you may have some 
nuggets of good information.  

Sometimes when communicating with the media, you'll want to include additional information in the press 
release. Again, this information should not be purely promotional. You will get plenty of exposure, PR and 
notice if you offer something of value. The key is to produce a nice giveaway for your audience while at 
the same time promoting your business.  

Some technology businesses have come up with a technology guide. A guide that's filled with information 
of use to those requesting it will most likely be considered valuable. You can bet those receiving it will 
remember where it came from--and if that company's services are needed, they would be top-of-mind 
because of the value offered via their media efforts. I know of one such tech guide that's been 
downloaded hundreds of times. Some businesses have even requested their own branded copies to 
distribute to their audiences.  

The point is this: PR can be used as advertising if done in the right way. Editors know why companies 
and individuals want PR. Editors also love it when their readers receive something of value (the 
giveaway) from their publication. Getting your brand and company name in front of hundreds is easy if 
you can give readers something useful and valuable--not a sales brochure or direct promotional message 
contained in a press release. Editors know the difference.  

Alfred J. Lautenslager is an award-winning marketing and PR consultant, direct-mail promotion specialist, 
principle of marketing consulting firm Marketing Now, and president and owner of The Ink Well, a 
commercial printing and mailing company in Wheaton, Illinois. Visit his Web sites at http://www.market-for-

profits.com and http://www.1-800-inkwell.com, or e-mail him at al@market-for-profits.com.  

 
The Ingredients of a Press Kit 
Whatever the size of your business, you can make use of a good press kit. 
November 18, 2002  

 

Q: I've heard people refer to a "press kit" or a "media kit." What exactly is it, and what does it contain?  

A: Press kits aren't just for large, high-profile businesses. Whatever your size or line of business, 

whether you are a start-up entrepreneur, a franchise, a broker or a large commercial company, you need 
a press kit. While many companies adopt aggressive marketing campaigns, when it comes time to 
address the media's request for a press kit, many entrepreneurs are at a loss.  

What Is a Media Kit? 
A media kit, sometimes called a press kit, is simply an information packet about a business or product. It 
is called a media kit or a press kit because many times potential advertising mediums will ask for more 
information on the potential advertiser. Since most of this advertising is press- and media-related, the 
term media kit was adopted.  

A press kit is like a resume for your company. In it is a collection of company information and articles put 
together to address questions from the media, investors, potential clients and others. The goal of the 
press kit is the same as all other marketing that a company does. It should grab the reader's attention, 
make a lasting impression and create enough interest that they will contact you for more information.  
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What's in a Press Kit? 
There are many items that can go into a press or media kit, depending on the situation, the audience or 
the use. A media kit for potential investors is much different than a kit for potential clients. Although a 
press kit should be comprehensive, every promotional item or piece of marketing collateral ever produced 
by a company should not be included. Only put information that is current and most relevant to your target 
reader. When targeting media editors, be respective of their time.  

Here are some ideas about what to include in your press kit. Of course, this is a comprehensive list and 
intended only to provide ideas for what is needed for your target audience. Do not include all of them in 
your press kit.  

1. Letter of introduction: Sometimes referred to as the pitch letter, this first impression item is where you 
will grab or lose the reader's interest. Tell them upfront why they should care about what you're telling 
them. Provide a table of contents or a brief description of the items enclosed in the actual press kit. Let 
them know you are available for follow-up interviews and questions. Also make sure to include your 
contact information in this letter.  

2. Information on the company: This includes your company's history, a company profile, and profiles of 
the chief officers, senior management and ownership. Include bio sheets, if appropriate.  

3. Product and service information, including a product, service or performance review: This will let 
editors see what others are saying about you or help the editor write his own review. This should also be 
supported with product or service fact sheets, sell sheets or company brochures that are specific to your 
product or service.  

4. Recent press publications and articles: Copies of recent press coverage is very appropriate for a 
press kit. After all, what other media have done will be of interest to current media targets. This can 
include article reprints and printouts of online press that a company might have received.  

5. Press releases: Many times, these are what instigated and caused the printing of the articles 
described above.  

6. Audio and video files of radio or TV interviews, speeches, performances and any other media-
covered event: Hard copies will suffice if the actual media is not available. Today, some companies are 
now putting online audio clips on their Web pages and in online media kits.  

7. A sample news story: This is your chance to guide the media or your reader. Some editors will even 
print it verbatim, as they view ready-to-print articles as an easy way to fill up space with little effort on their 
part. They do, of course, usually edit these stories, so be prepared.  

8. Since many media kits are put together for investors, any news related to the industry, financial 
statements or any other investor-related news is very appropriate for the press kit.  

9. List of frequently asked questions: This helps the editor determine what questions to ask you in an 
interview or what to include in the article.  

10. Other items to include:  

• Nonprofit and community-service involvement  

• Recent awards  

• Photos (if appropriate)  

• Factual background material and/or white papers  

• Specific information and schedules of upcoming promotions and events 

• Significant statistics specific to your industry, demographics and target audiences 

• Feature article material, such as articles written by company officers or senior management 

• Missions, goals and objectives 



• Samples or examples 

• Camera-ready logo art 

• Giveaway information 

• An order form  

The Key to Getting Noticed  
Busy editors sort through piles of press kits each day. Getting your press kit noticed is the key to 
publication and action! Remember, getting attention is important not only with audiences, but also with 
editors. Package your materials in a unique way and make sure the materials are presented 
professionally.  

It's also crucial to follow up to make sure your intended recipient received your press kit. Plus, follow-up 
calls provide the perfect opportunity for editors to ask questions or schedule an interview. Use this 
opportunity to build relationships with editors--in fact, doing so will improve your chances of publication or 
acceptance by your intended audience. But because the distribution of media kits can get a little 
expensive, you've got to make relationship-building a part of your marketing strategy.  

The best thing to do right now is to start assembling part of your press kit, based on available materials. 
Then, add to it as you see fit and develop new materials. You don't want to create a press kit at the last 
minute for the editor, investor or potential client who requests one.  

The challenge is to put it together on paper, electronically or both. There is a trend now toward online 
media kits. A lot of these items can be developed for online distribution; it's just a matter of putting what 
you already have online or onto letterhead and fact sheets.  

Typically, the media kit doesn't have to be as fancy as people think. Those requesting media kits just 
want information--not necessarily glitz. See what items you already have and then work on the rest.  

Alfred J. Lautenslager is an award-winning marketing and PR consultant, direct-mail promotion specialist, 
principle of marketing consulting firm Marketing Now, and president and owner of The Ink Well, a 
commercial printing and mailing company in Wheaton, Illinois. Visit his Web sites at http://www.market-for-

profits.com and http://www.1-800-inkwell.com, or e-mail him at al@market-for-profits.com.  
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Harness the sales power of e-mail 
By Joanna L. Krotz 
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That's about all you need to send 1,000 highly personalized e-mail 

messages to specially selected customers. And that's both the good news 

and the bad. 

When done right, e-mail marketing is not only breathtakingly affordable 

but also extremely effective. Depending on your metrics (opened 

messages, clickthroughs or conversion rates) and your targets (new, 

existing or best customers), e-mail marketing can yield response rates that 

range from a satisfying 5 percent to a heady 50 percent or more. 

On the other hand, the cheap cost of entry generates a sea of spam—that 

is, the tide of unsolicited bulk mail messages or e-mail marketing done 

wrong. Spam has obviously made consumers wary and annoyed. 

Increasingly, you must make sure to gain opt-in—registration, prior 

contact or permission—from your recipient or customer before sending 

any e-mail marketing. 

With that in mind, here's how to launch an e-mail campaign. 

1. Define Your Goals. 

No marketing can succeed with an unlimited or shifting horizon. You must 

set goals that will define your success. When it comes to e-mail marketing, 

campaigns tend to get better results when there's a clear call to action, perhaps with the added 

urgency of a time-sensitive window. Typically, e-mail marketing can:  

• Announce special deals, sales or discounts. 

• Invite customers to events, VIP parties, or conferences. 

• Offer news or information that drives performance or decisions. 

At the outset, carefully define what you want from the campaign. Then focus on the messaging 

and distribution that will achieve it. 
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2. Connect with Customers.  

Different designs and messages will yield different results. The idea is to customize batches of 

messages in order to emphasize benefits that speak to specific customer needs. Electronic tools 

make it much easier to segment customers and sales leads according to key characteristics.  

You can quickly group customers into byte-size market chunks of similar demographics, 

purchasing history or other qualifiers by using Microsoft Office Outlook 2003 with Business 

Contact Manager. You'll find seven pre-formatted Account reports, such as Accounts by Rating 

or Neglected Accounts.  

Or you can customize reports, and then export those tailor-made reports into Microsoft Office 

Excel 2003 for further analysis. 
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Should you need additional, targeted e-mail addresses for your campaign, Business Contact 

Manager integrates with the fee-based Microsoft Sales Leads service. This service lets you: 

• Use a wizard to select the most appropriate sales leads from a database of more than 14 million 

businesses and over 250 million consumers. 

• Purchase and download the selected leads at a low cost (ranges from $.10 to $.50 per lead 

depending on how exotic the query is). 

• Import the leads directly into BCM using the compatible BCM file format. 
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3. Manage the List. 

If you're developing your own campaign, first create your mailing list. Then select the style of 

your e-mail publication.  

You can avoid hassles by relying on the fee-based Microsoft List Builder service, which creates 

and sends out your e-mail campaign and then automatically tracks open and click-through rates, 

as well as opt-out information for you. 

Forrester Research reports that companies that outsource both delivery and list management 

campaigns average a 6 percent conversation rate, compared to about 1.4 percent for internally 

developed solutions.  

Don't forget to keep updating customer information. When a new customer contacts you, create 

an entry for them in Outlook 2003 with Business Contact Manager. Business Contact Manager 

enables you to consolidate all interactions with a given customer in the Contact History section, 

including e-mails, tasks, appointments, notes, and documents. If you send out your e-mail 

campaign to your Business Contacts in Business Contact Manager, this activity will be captured 

automatically in each recipient's Contact History. 
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4. Personalize. Personalize. Personalize. 

Recent surveys indicate that recipients more readily sign up for e-mail marketing when offered a 

prize, entry in a sweepstakes or the like. They're also more inclined to register and input personal 

data when they're already customers of the sponsoring company. 

So the more you reward customers for giving you access to personal information and the more 

familiar they are with your products or brand, the better your responses tend to be. 

To get customer buy in, try using name-personalization messages. Make sure you test several 

subject lines, message copy and landing pages before the launch.  

That $25 budget, of course, only covers the most basic campaigns. If you want to use attention-

grabbers like video or animation or audio, costs will rise. But you can still do quite a lot with text 

and links to a Web site or special landing pages. 

Some message dos and don'ts: 
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• Make it short and compelling. Don't include detailed product descriptions or windy stories 

about the company's history. 

• Use lots of short titles and bulleted points or highlights, so customers can take in information 

at a glance. You may want to set up a summary at the top and jump-link to information that 

follows, so users can quickly access what interests them. 

• Always set up a way for customers to easily update their information or unsubscribe. 

• Check messages from time to time to make see that the information is still timely and up-to-

date. (Need we mention proofreading?) 

• Never spam—not anyone for any reason. 

• Match your format and message to your customers. Try to include some point of difference or 

attitude or special service that makes you stand out. 

Finally, support your campaign. Don't simply send out your messages and sit back. Plan specific 

follow up, say, by sending automated bounce-back replies or by integrating the e-mail campaign 

with other channels, such as phone calls or direct mail. The last thing you want to do generate 

customer interest and then be unprepared to act on it. 

Joanna L. Krotz writes about small-business marketing and management issues, and runs 

Muse2Muse Productions, a New York-based content strategy and editorial services firm. 

 

15 Ways to build customer loyalty 

There was a time when customers were fiercely loyal. Today, however, customers seem 
to have a "what's in it for me" attitude, and will jump from one merchant to another to 
"find the best deal" or whatever will satisfy their needs at that moment. They do 

business on a one-way basis. Yet, there is always the lure of "customers for life" 
possibility. 

 
Companies, large and small, are working harder than ever to become 100% customer 

sensitive as they attempt to gain and keep their customers. Yet, the customers still 
leave.  
 

The realistic goal is to try to capture and retain the customer for a period of time and 
build "limited" loyalty. We want to give you 15 suggestions for "building" customer 

loyalty. Be implementing as many as possible that pertain to your particular type of 
business, the better chance you have of keeping that "fickle" customer. 

1. Provide the very best service! Educate the customers on how you provide the best 
service, then do wat you say you'll do. Show enthusiasm for going out of your way to 
prove that you're highly service-oriented.  

 
2. Provide toll-free telepone access. Those that provide 800 number service are letting 

their customers know that they are making it as easy as possible for them to 
communicate with the business.  
 

3. Get customer feed-back. Listen to what the customers are saying. Use their 

http://www.muse2muse.com/


suggestions to help shape your business.  
 

4. Say "thank you" at every opportunity. Let the customer know that they are noticed 
and appreciated. Show appreciation. Let your customers know that you want their 

business. Customers want to know they are appreciated.  
 

5. Respond promptly. Address customer complaints immediately. For every customer 
that complains, there may be many that remain silent, but disappear as customers. It is 
very important, therefore, to satisfy those that do complain, in order to try to keep 

them as customers. Help your customers solve their problems better than anyone else.  

6. Stay in touch with your customers. Send helpful information to them. A one-page 

"newsletter" or "bulletin" can do wonders for retaining those precious customers. Add a 
couple of "specials" to the information sheet; don't make it all ads.  
 

7. Send holiday "thank you" cards. Since Christmas cards can sometimes "get lost in 
the shuffle", why not try sending a "thank you" card at Thanksgiving?  

 
8. Offer more "freebies" than your competitors. This is especialy valuable to mail order 

or direct mail businesses. A "freebie" with a high perceived value, can increase the sale 
of almost any product or service.  
 

9. Be enthusiastic. An up-beat, positive attitude will let the customer know you are 
happy they are doing business with you.  

 
10. Answer the telephone promptly and don't act hurried. Acting hurried raises the 

customer's anxiety level and gives them the idea that you really would rather be doing 
someting else instead of talking to them.  
 

11. Recognize your faithful long-term customers. The customers that keep buying and 
keep ordering from you deserve special treatment. Offer "preferred customer" specials 

that you send out to only those faithful customers.  

12. Practice "niche" marketing. Look for markets which best match your company's 
products and services. Then strive to become a big fish in a small pond. Competition is 

generally less intense in niche markets and your strong position will fend off unwanted 
intruders.  

 
13. Use a voice mail or answering machine for after hour calls. By making this service 

available to your customers, they can complete a request or ask their question and 
realize that it's taken care of so they won't have to think about calling the second time 
the next day.  

 
14. Return all phone calls. The voice mail or answering machine won't provide any 

customer service at all unless you return the calls, and return them promptly. Develop a 
reputation for returning calls.  

 



15. Increase your promotional efforts. Keep your name in front of the people. The 
more your name becomes a "household word",] the more business will come your way. 

Small gifts such as refrigerator magnets, pens or coffee mugs with your logo on it will 
bring your name to mind every time the customer uses the item.  

 
The key to success is to go on the offensive, taking action immediately to demonstrate 

your initiative to gain the most favorable position in the minds of all potential 
customers. By doing this, you will see victory, success and ever- increasing profits. 

 

The 7 Ps of Marketing 
Take charge of your marketing efforts and beat the competition with this simple 
formula. 
May 17, 2004 
By Brian Tracy  

Once you've developed your marketing strategy, there is a "Seven P Formula" you should use to 
continually evaluate and reevaluate your business activities. These seven are: product, price, promotion, 
place, packaging, positioning and people. As products, markets, customers and needs change rapidly, 
you must continually revisit these seven Ps to make sure you're on track and achieving the maximum 
results possible for you in today's marketplace. 

Product 
To begin with, develop the habit of looking at your product as though you were an outside marketing 
consultant brought in to help your company decide whether or not it's in the right business at this time. 
Ask critical questions such as, "Is your current product or service, or mix of products and services, 
appropriate and suitable for the market and the customers of today?"  

Whenever you're having difficulty selling as much of your products or services as you'd like, you need to 

develop the habit of assessing your business honestly and asking, "Are these the right products or 
services for our customers today?" 

Is there any product or service you're offering today that, knowing what you now know, you would not 
bring out again today? Compared to your competitors, is your product or service superior in some 
significant way to anything else available? If so, what is it? If not, could you develop an area of 
superiority? Should you be offering this product or service at all in the current marketplace? 

Prices 
The second P in the formula is price. Develop the habit of continually examining and reexamining the 
prices of the products and services you sell to make sure they're still appropriate to the realities of the 
current market. Sometimes you need to lower your prices. At other times, it may be appropriate to raise 
your prices. Many companies have found that the profitability of certain products or services doesn't 
justify the amount of effort and resources that go into producing them. By raising their prices, they may 
lose a percentage of their customers, but the remaining percentage generates a profit on every sale. 
Could this be appropriate for you?  

Sometimes you need to change your terms and conditions of sale. Sometimes, by spreading your price 

over a series of months or years, you can sell far more than you are today, and the interest you can 
charge will more than make up for the delay in cash receipts. Sometimes you can combine products and 
services together with special offers and special promotions. Sometimes you can include free additional 
items that cost you very little to produce but make your prices appear far more attractive to your 
customers. 

In business, as in nature, whenever you experience resistance or frustration in any part of your sales or 
marketing activities, be open to revisiting that area. Be open to the possibility that your current pricing 



structure is not ideal for the current market. Be open to the need to revise your prices, if necessary, to 
remain competitive, to survive and thrive in a fast-changing marketplace. 

Promotion 
The third habit in marketing and sales is to think in terms of promotion all the time. Promotion includes all 
the ways you tell your customers about your products or services and how you then market and sell to 
them.  

Small changes in the way you promote and sell your products can lead to dramatic changes in your 

results. Even small changes in your advertising can lead immediately to higher sales. Experienced 
copywriters can often increase the response rate from advertising by 500 percent by simply changing the 
headline on an advertisement. 

Large and small companies in every industry continually experiment with different ways of advertising, 
promoting, and selling their products and services. And here is the rule: Whatever method of marketing 
and sales you're using today will, sooner or later, stop working. Sometimes it will stop working for reasons 
you know, and sometimes it will be for reasons you don't know. In either case, your methods of marketing 
and sales will eventually stop working, and you'll have to develop new sales, marketing and advertising 
approaches, offerings, and strategies. 

Place 
The fourth P in the marketing mix is the place where your product or service is actually sold. Develop the 
habit of reviewing and reflecting upon the exact location where the customer meets the salesperson. 
Sometimes a change in place can lead to a rapid increase in sales.  

You can sell your product in many different places. Some companies use direct selling, sending their 
salespeople out to personally meet and talk with the prospect. Some sell by telemarketing. Some sell 
through catalogs or mail order. Some sell at trade shows or in retail establishments. Some sell in joint 
ventures with other similar products or services. Some companies use manufacturers' representatives or 
distributors. Many companies use a combination of one or more of these methods. 

In each case, the entrepreneur must make the right choice about the very best location or place for the 
customer to receive essential buying information on the product or service needed to make a buying 
decision. What is yours? In what way should you change it? Where else could you offer your products or 
services? 

Packaging 
The fifth element in the marketing mix is the packaging. Develop the habit of standing back and looking at 
every visual element in the packaging of your product or service through the eyes of a critical prospect. 
Remember, people form their first impression about you within the first 30 seconds of seeing you or some 
element of your company. Small improvements in the packaging or external appearance of your product 
or service can often lead to completely different reactions from your customers.  

With regard to the packaging of your company, your product or service, you should think in terms of 
everything that the customer sees from the first moment of contact with your company all the way through 
the purchasing process. 

Packaging refers to the way your product or service appears from the outside. Packaging also refers to 
your people and how they dress and groom. It refers to your offices, your waiting rooms, your brochures, 
your correspondence and every single visual element about your company. Everything counts. Everything 
helps or hurts. Everything affects your customer's confidence about dealing with you. 

When IBM started under the guidance of Thomas J. Watson, Sr., he very early concluded that fully 99 
percent of the visual contact a customer would have with his company, at least initially, would be 
represented by IBM salespeople. Because IBM was selling relatively sophisticated high-tech equipment, 
Watson knew customers would have to have a high level of confidence in the credibility of the 



salesperson. He therefore instituted a dress and grooming code that became an inflexible set of rules and 
regulations within IBM. 

As a result, every salesperson was required to look like a professional in every respect. Every element of 
their clothing—including dark suits, dark ties, white shirts, conservative hairstyles, shined shoes, clean 
fingernails—and every other feature gave off the message of professionalism and competence. One of 
the highest compliments a person could receive was, "You look like someone from IBM." 

Positioning 
The next P is positioning. You should develop the habit of thinking continually about how you are 
positioned in the hearts and minds of your customers. How do people think and talk about you when 
you're not present? How do people think and talk about your company? What positioning do you have in 
your market, in terms of the specific words people use when they describe you and your offerings to 
others?  

In the famous book by Al Reis and Jack Trout, Positioning, the authors point out that how you are seen 
and thought about by your customers is the critical determinant of your success in a competitive 
marketplace. Attribution theory says that most customers think of you in terms of a single attribute, either 
positive or negative. Sometimes it's "service." Sometimes it's "excellence." Sometimes it's "quality 
engineering," as with Mercedes Benz. Sometimes it's "the ultimate driving machine," as with BMW. In 
every case, how deeply entrenched that attribute is in the minds of your customers and prospective 
customers determines how readily they'll buy your product or service and how much they'll pay. 

Develop the habit of thinking about how you could improve your positioning. Begin by determining the 
position you'd like to have. If you could create the ideal impression in the hearts and minds of your 
customers, what would it be? What would you have to do in every customer interaction to get your 
customers to think and talk about in that specific way? What changes do you need to make in the way 
interact with customers today in order to be seen as the very best choice for your customers of tomorrow? 

People 
The final P of the marketing mix is people. Develop the habit of thinking in terms of the people inside and 
outside of your business who are responsible for every element of your sales and marketing strategy and 
activities.  

It's amazing how many entrepreneurs and businesspeople will work extremely hard to think through every 

element of the marketing strategy and the marketing mix, and then pay little attention to the fact that 
every single decision and policy has to be carried out by a specific person, in a specific way. Your ability 
to select, recruit, hire and retain the proper people, with the skills and abilities to do the job you need to 
have done, is more important than everything else put together. 

In his best-selling book, Good to Great, Jim Collins discovered the most important factor applied by the 
best companies was that they first of all "got the right people on the bus, and the wrong people off the 
bus." Once these companies had hired the right people, the second step was to "get the right people in 
the right seats on the bus." 

To be successful in business, you must develop the habit of thinking in terms of exactly who is going to 
carry out each task and responsibility. In many cases, it's not possible to move forward until you can 
attract and put the right person into the right position. Many of the best business plans ever developed sit 
on shelves today because the [people who created them] could not find the key people who could 
execute those plans. 

Excerpted from Million Dollar Habits 

Take Time for Marketing 
Manage your marketing year-round with these time-saving tactics. 
May 03, 2004  
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Q: We have a small company, and it seems that whenever we have enough work, I'm too busy to 

market. Then I have to play catch-up when business is slow and really hustle to bring in work. What can 
we do? 

A: If you're like many entrepreneurs, you're so busy doing the "work" that you tell yourself you have no 

time to market. You work and work until you complete most everything in-house. Then, suddenly, you're 
in urgent need of business. So you market heavily for a few weeks or even months until more work 
comes in. Finally, deluged, you stop marketing once again and the whole cycle repeats itself. 

Sound familiar? If so, you're condemning yourself and your company to life on an economic roller coaster. 
It's always feast or famine. In fact, the very way you market your business contributes directly to these 
peaks and valleys and keeps you from ever finding an even keel. 

Lower Your Cost Per Sale 
Some business owners mistakenly use the word "marketing," when what they really mean is "sales." 
When you're meeting with a prospect, you're not marketing, you're selling. In fact, sales activities are all 
the one-on-one tactics, including phone calls and meetings, that bring you into direct contact with your 
prospects. Marketing, on the other hand, exists to support sales and consists of tactics that produce leads 
or motivate prospects, such as direct marketing, public relations and advertising.  

Selling is more time-intensive than marketing, which can be largely automated or subcontracted. While 

some sales activities must go on continuously, such as meetings with prospects to sign contracts or make 
presentations, at other times, marketing tactics can take their place. Not only will you benefit significantly 
thanks to the amount of time you'll save, but you'll also lower your overall cost per sale. 

Consider this: Depending on your industry and type of business, the average sales call can cost you 
several hundred dollars. So, imagine you compile a list of 100 prospects, contact them all individually by 
phone and then go out to meet with as many as you can close for appointments. This could take you 
months and cost thousands of dollars. On the other hand, during your busiest times you could send e-
mail solicitations to those 100 prospects—plus 5,000 more. You'd generate leads from the most qualified 
and meet only with them. You'd have results in a matter of weeks, not months, and expend considerably 
less time in the process. 

Do Advance Planning 
The key to maintaining a year-round marketing program, without those nasty peaks and valleys that can 
cost you so dearly, is effective preplanning. Have you written down your annual marketing plan? It doesn't 
have to be elaborate—just an outline will do, so long as you also schedule your tactics in a contact 
management software program or even on a paper calendar. Contact managers are indispensable when 
it comes to tracking both sales and marketing functions, and the granddaddy of all programs, ACT!, is 
priced affordably for most businesses.  

With an outline and schedule for your basic marketing tactics, you can "gang" production and planning. 
For example, a monthly e-newsletter is a terrific way to maintain contact with prospects and takes less 
time than making individual phone calls. Each quarter, you can plan three issues at once, picking your 
topics and compiling content so that on the designated monthly mailing dates your newsletters are ready 
to go. 

Choose Time-Saving Tactics 
Some marketing tactics take more time than others. Public relations, for example, can be more time-
consuming than advertising. Small-business owners rarely have the significant PR budgets necessary to 
hire agencies and tend to handle public relations in-house. And there are so many hands-on steps 
involved—such as compiling the media contact list, creating press releases and press kits, sending them 
out at the appropriate times, contacting the media and supplying information for stories or interviews—
that they add up to hours upon hours of time. An ongoing advertising program, on the other hand, can be 



preplanned and booked once or twice per year with the help of an ad agency or directly with the media 
reps.  

There's no hard and fast rule telling you exactly how much time you should spend marketing your 
businesses. In the fastest-growing businesses with sales of $1 million or less, the owners tend to spend 
from about 25 percent to nearly 40 percent of their time in sales and marketing every week. However, if 
your business is new, you may need to devote about 60 percent of your time for a while to get it up and 
running. The most important thing is to maintain a consistent effort. This will keep your growth rate steady 
and enable you to more effectively build your business over time. 

Kim T. Gordon is an author, marketing coach and media spokesperson. Her newest book, Bringing Home 

The Business, identifies the 30 truths that can make the difference between success and failure in a 
homebased business. To receive free how-to articles and advice and get information on coaching and 
appearances, visit Small Business Now, a site devoted exclusively to marketing your small business. 

 

In the Mix 

If your marketing efforts don't already include ethnic and minority media, now is the time to start. 

Entrepreneur magazine - April 2004 

By Kim T. Gordon 
 

A closer look at the buying power of ethnic and minority populations, including African Americans, Asian 
Americans and Hispanics, is all it takes to persuade many advertisers to jump into ethnic media. By 2008, 
nearly 5 percent of the country's population will claim Asian ancestry, according to the Simon S. Selig Jr. 
Center for Economic Growth at the University of Georgia, and Asian-American buying power will reach 
$526 billion. African-American buying power topped $688 billion in 2002 and is growing by a compound 
annual rate of more than 6 percent. Meanwhile, U.S. Census 2000 figures showed that more than 1 in 8 
inhabitants of the United States is of Hispanic origin, and the Selig Center projects Hispanic buying power 
($778 billion) will exceed even that of African Americans ($773 billion) by 2005.  

The extent to which ethnic population segments are English-language proficient positively affects their 

preference for advertising that reaches them in their own language. But that's only part of the story. 
Among Hispanics, in particular, Spanish is a key marker of personal, social and political identity; and 
Spanish-language media are important even for those who are fluent English speakers and regularly use 
other media. Consequently, ethnic media often produce superior ad response rates thanks to loyal 
readers, viewers or listeners who appreciate receiving communication in their own languages. 

Here are four tips to help you evaluate and select the right ethnic media for your marketing program: 

1. Focus on media that are vital sources of information. In California, where African-American, Asian-
American and Hispanic communities combined make up about half of the state's population, a study by 
New California Media—a nationwide association of ethnic media organizations—showed these groups 
prefer to get their news and information from ethnic media outlets. This is where they find information for 
and about their local communities that's often ignored by other press outlets. Nearly 65 percent of the 
ethnic Californians surveyed agreed they are "more likely to buy a product or service advertised" in an 
ethnic-oriented publication or program. Hispanics exhibited the strongest "advertising loyalty" 
characteristics, followed closely by Asian Americans. 

2. When considering print vehicles, look beyond circulation to "pass-along" figures. Hispanic 
families are often large and extended, which means many individuals will pass along one copy of the 
same newspaper. For example, La Opinión, the largest and most established Spanish-language 
newspaper in the country, has daily sales of 130,000 copies; but industry studies show that between 
500,000 and 700,000 people actually read it. For advertisers, this can mean a lot more bang for your 
buck. 

3. Choose media that make frequency affordable. One of the chief advantages of ethnic media is their 
cost efficiency. Cost per thousand (CPM) rates for ads on ethnic radio and TV stations are generally 
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lower than mainstream media costs, even when Spanish-language stations are tops in their time periods, 
which sometimes occurs in Los Angeles, Miami and New York. The smartest way to buy is to concentrate 
your efforts in a few select advertising vehicles and schedule as much "frequency" as you need. Then, if 
your budget allows, you can buy additional reach by adding more print or broadcast outlets. 

4.Advertise in media that reach your target audience with little waste. You can choose from 
thousands of ethnic and minority newspapers, magazines, TV and radio stations, and Web sites to reach 
your prospects. If you have a local audience, be sure to consider the many small, neighborhood ethnic 
media outlets as well as the major players-like Telemundo stations and Ebony magazine. For help, Allied 
Media Corp. (www.allied-media.com) and the Ethnic Print Media Group (www.ethnicprintmedia.com) 
represent networks of African-American and Hispanic media. Or visit Mondo Times 
(www.mondotimes.com) to search for ethnic media in the United States and Canada.  

 
Contact marketing expert Kim T. Gordon, author of Bringing Home the Business, at 
www.smallbusinessnow.com. 
 

THE SEVEN SILLIEST DIRECT MAIL MISTAKES  

Its kind of difficult to winnow the list of ridiculous direct mail errors down to a mere seven. Still, if you 
make none of these goofs, you'll be off to a blazing start in your quest for business using the U.S. Postal 
Service:  

1. Not knowing exactly who your market is. This takes research but it will be some of the most valuable 
time you ever devote to your marketing. 

2. Mailing to the wrong list. If the people to whom you mail have no desire or need for your offering, they'll 
be an incredibly tough sale.  

3. Not having clear objectives. Conquer this by writing your response device first so that you'll know what 
your letter should be saying.  

4. Telling your price before you make your offer. Even if your price is the lowest, first you must make 
people want what you're selling.  

5. Telling your price before you list your benefits. People care first and foremost how they'll gain and then 
they'll want to know the cost.  

6. Setting the wrong price. This happens when marketers fail to be sensitive to the market and fail to test 
price points. The litmus test: profits. 

7. Failure to test all that can be tested. Test price points, opening lines, benefits to stress, mailing lists, as 
much as you can. Test with a small mailing, then with a larger mailing, and then go all out with the 
winners.  

Tell me and Ill forget. Show me and I may remember. Involve me and Ill understand. -- Chinese Proverb  

Jay 
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